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Beach Camping Packing List

Beach Camping is a fantastic opportunity to disconnect and spend time in nature. It is also a
simple and excellent way to enjoy a family summer vacation. You must bring a few items to

have a successful beach camping vacation.

BEACH CAMPING PACKING LIST: ESSENTIAL GEAR

 Shelter or Tent

 Pillow & Blanket

 Tarp

 Sleeping Bag

 Flashlight

 Camping Gear

 Lighter

 Jackery Solar Generator

 Umbrella

 Sun Cream

 Sunglasses

 Water Bottle

 First Aid Kit

 Hat

BEACH CAMPING PACKING LIST: COOKING GEAR

 Portable Grill

 BBQ Stove

 Pots & Pans
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 Cooking Utensils

 Mini Fridge

 Cooler

 Cleaning Gear

 Matches

 Camera

 Fresh Food

 Snacks

 Cooking Oil

 Coffee

 Tea

BEACH CAMPING PACKING LIST: CLOTHING GEAR

 Swimsuit

 Beach Shoes

 Sandals

 Shorts

 Underwear

 Water Resistant Luggage

 Cover-up

BEACH CAMPING PACKING LIST: HYDIENE GEAR

 Towel

 Water Bottle

 Biodegradable Shampoo

 Toothbrush & Toothpaste

 After Sun Care

 Feminine Hygiene Items
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 Bug Spray

 Brush & Dustpan

 Lip Balm

BEACH CAMPING PACKING LIST: FUN GEAR

 Board Games

 Beach Toys

 Surfboards

 Fishing Gear

 Kayaks

 Canoe

 Camera

 Speaker

 Volleyball

BEACH CAMPING TIPS: HOW TO CAMP IN BEACH

Now that summer is here, being outside is calling. You desire both a seashore vacation and a

camping trip. Why not perform both?

Beach camping is the ultimate summer vacation – the shifting tides and fresh sea breeze,

waves begging to be surfed, and horizons demanding to be explored provide a sense of

absolute freedom in a constantly changing environment.

Follow the steps below to experience a fantastic beach camping in Australia:

Step 1: Do Some Research
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Before you begin packing for your camping journey, you should investigate the state, region,

national park, or reserve you wish to visit to ensure that there are beaches where camping is

permitted. Contact the local authority or state park to determine whether camping on the

beach is allowed. Consider the possibility that certain shores may be closed during cyclone

season.

Step 2: Choose Camping Places

When you reach your destination, carefully examine the terrain. Stay within the line of high

tide. It is readily identifiable on most beaches by the layer of debris and seaweed left behind

by the previous wave. If you are still determining the levels, consult local tide charts. Be aware

that the ebb and flow of the tides is even more pronounced during the phases of the total

and new moons. Check the weather forecast, as violent offshore storms and gusts can

generate enormous waves.

It is relaxing to be near the water, but there are better ideas than setting up your tent on the

beach. You will be exposed to wind and sunlight. Areas where flora meets the dunes, provide

shelter from the wind and rain, increased privacy, and more stable ground for staking out

your camp.

Step 3: Take A Shelter

During the summer, when temperatures are high, and the likelihood of precipitation is low,

you can get away with a tent without a floor, such as a pyramid-shaped tarp shelter

supported by one or two poles. Ventilation is not a concern for this form of protection.

A tent is the best option if insects are present and the weather is unpredictable. You can bring

any tent to the shore, but for added comfort, it would be ideal to have a tent with a body

comprised of mesh.
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Beaches can become chilly at night, and you may still require a sleeping sack. A lightweight

summer sleeping bag will perform admirably. Choose synthetic and impermeable to prevent it

from absorbing moisture from the air.

Step 4: Keep Sand Out

It is simpler to prevent sand from entering your tent or sleeping bag than to remove it. Place a

large tarp underneath your shelter to provide additional space for removing your footwear.

Brush off your feet before you get in the tent. If you arrive by car and camp near your vehicle,

you can bring two water-filled containers to rinse your feet at the side of your tent.

Before departing your beach side campsite, you must shake out your gear to remove any

lingering sand. Sand is notoriously tricky to remove from equipment, resulting in a massive

disaster when you return home and unpack your camping gear.

Step 5: Come With A Solar Generator

Imagine waking up to the sounds of nature and being able to brew a cup of coffee without a

campfire or a propane camping stove. With such convenient access to electricity, it is simple

to inflate an air mattress, charge portable Bluetooth speakers, and even operate a video

projector! The possibilities for enhancing the convenience of your campsite are virtually

limitless!

Even a small solar generator can store enough energy to charge smartphones, coffee makers,

lights, computers, and other tiny electronics and appliances. Solar generators are renowned

for being eco-friendly, silent, and practical, as they convert sunlight into electricity without

harming the environment.
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ABOUT JACKERY

Jackery is the world’s leading portable power solutions provider. We design, develop and

manufacture portable power products for phones, laptops, cameras, drones, and more. We

are dedicated to providing our customers with sustainable and reliable power solutions. Our

products are designed to be safe, easy to use, and environmentally friendly. With over 100

patents and industry-leading technology, we constantly innovate to bring you the best

portable power solutions. Jackery products are available in over 100 countries and have been

recognized by Forbes, Time, GQ, Esquire, and more.
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